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Forward
Thinking

By RichaRd Nass, EmbEddEd CompuTing brand dirECTor 

rnass@opensystemsmedia.com

DSPs, FPGA, and ARM cores
When you put DSPs and ARM cores 
into the FPGA mixing pot and stir it 
up, what do you get? From the FPGA 
vendors’ perspective, you get a highly 
capable device. From the competitive 
ARM-processor vendors’ perspective, 
you get some serious competition, par-
ticularly at the low end. From ARM’s 
perspective? Well, they always seem to 
win, don’t they?

But the perspective that’s most impor-
tant is that of the design engineer. So 
let’s try to figure out what it means to 
him or her. If you’re a seasoned profes-
sional with respect to designing with 
programmable logic, then this mix-
ture of processing power is a win. But 
as I’m learning, the number of people 
who consider themselves experts in 
programmable-logic design isn’t as big 
as you might expect, or at least much 
smaller than I expected.

Most designers can get some basic func-
tions to work on the FPGA, especially 
with the familiar tools and environments. 
But to really take advantage of that pro-
cessor within the FPGA, at the very least, 
some FPGA training is needed.

If you’re willing to take the plunge, 
and get yourself enough experience 
with the FPGA tools, then you have a 
lot to gain. Between the DSPs that are 
embedded within the FPGA fabric, and 
now the embedded ARM processors, 
that’s a lot of compute power. It’s clear 
that the strategy of the FPGA guys to 
gobble up as much functionality as pos-
sible is working. And unfortunately, it’s 
coming at a detriment to the standalone 
DSP vendors.

In the recent past, the DSP capability 
within the FPGA has mostly stayed fixed 
in terms of its application. If you have 
a function that’s going to be doing the 
same thing repeatedly, like filtering, 
video processing, etc., an FPGA with an 
embedded DSP is a good fit. But if it’s 
an application where you need to make 
lots of decisions and those decisions 
change often, then you might be better 
off looking elsewhere.

To reach this next level of functionality, 
the FPGA vendors have worked hard 
to perfect the embedded processors, 
 specifically the ARM core. To their credit, 
they’ve done an admirable job keeping 
pace with the standard silicon.

One key reason that many designers are 
embracing FPGAs has a lot to do with 
the high-level tools, like MATLAB and 
LabVIEW, which simplify the process 
of designing with a DSP-based FPGA. 
Having some experience with both of 
the aforementioned products, they 
really take away many of the major head-
aches that might otherwise occur in this 
type of design.

The other phenomenon that’s occur-
ring, albeit to a lesser degree, is that the 
big guys have decided to go the ASIC 
route, foregoing FPGAs completely, par-
ticularly when the target is large-volume 
consumer electronics. These guys can 
spin their own ASICs, using the same 
ARM cores, with just the peripheral mix 
they need.

Prices continue to tumble, as the 
number of people buying $1,000 parts 
is now a very small number, particularly 
when compared to a few years ago. 
Something that’s considerably less than 
$100, probably less than $50, may pack 
all the compute power you need.

Support can be beautiful ...  
if you can get it 

opsy.st/DSP2014Support

Top 10 most  
significant developments in  

embedded technology 
opsy.st/DSP2014Top10

TO REACH THIS NEXT LEVEL OF FUNCTIONALITY, THE 

FPGA VENDORS HAVE WORKED HARD TO PERFECT THE 

EMBEDDED PROCESSORS, SPECIFICALLY THE ARM CORE. 

TO THEIR CREDIT, THEY’VE DONE AN ADMIRABLE JOB 

KEEPING PACE WITH THE STANDARD SILICON.
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By MaRk LittLefieLd mark@luminancetech.com

OpenCL and the future of FPGA and DSP development
Over the past 25 years FPGAs and 
DSPs have enjoyed steady growth and 
have been deployed in a wide array of 
applications. Their high performance 
and programmability/reconfigurability 
have been an irresistible draw and have 
allowed system designers to replace 
custom ASIC designs with flexible 
alternatives. The massive parallelism of 
FPGAs in particular has enabled count-
less new signal and image processing 
applications. However, there is a dark 
side to this story – development pain.

Both technologies, but FPGAs in par-
ticular, have a well-earned reputation 
for being difficult to develop for. In a 
world where software development 
costs far outstrip hardware cost and 
reducing those costs is a primary con-
cern, DSP and FPGA development stub-
bornly remain a world of wizards who 
are both difficult to find and expensive 
to engage. Costly project overruns, and 
poor code maintainability and reuse are 
the norm for this community.

Over the years there have been numerous 
attempts to address this with greater 
or lesser success, but nothing has met 
with wide industry approval. In the DSP 
space there have been many attempts to 
create languages and libraries to address 
this problem such as Mercury’s PAS, 
MITs StreamIT, and Stanford’s Brook to 
name a few. In the FPGA space much 
of this work has, surprisingly, revolved 
around either C/C++ to RTL translation 
like SystemC or Impulse Accelerated 
Technologies’ Impulse-C (see tinyurl.
com/kfk3qqs for an incomplete list), or 
graphical programming environments 
such as National Instruments’ LabVIEW 

and MathWorks/Xilinx Simulink/System 
Generator tools. Despite the appeal of 
magical translators and box-and-arrow 
programming models, these tools have 
found only  limited acceptance in the 
marketplace. 

There is a new language available that 
has the potential to change that. Since 
the early 2000s people have been 
looking for ways to harness the paral-
lelism of modern graphics processors 
(GPUs) for non-graphics applications. 
In 2008 Apple introduced OpenCL as a 
framework for writing applications for 
GPUs and later that year teamed with 
The Khronos Group to release it as an 
open, royalty-free standard. 

Since then OpenCL has undergone 
three major revisions, has numerous 
extensions, and since late 2013 has 
supported Altera FPGAs and TI DSPs. 
While on the surface this seems to be 
yet another attempt to address the 
development difficulties of DSPs and 
(most especially) FPGAs, there are a 
number of important reasons why this 
one may succeed where others failed. 
Unfortunately, there are still a few road-
blocks ahead as well.

OpenCL is essentially a subset of C 
(actually, C99) with some additional 
extensions. As a result, it is a very 
familiar working environment for devel-
opers comfortable with programming 
in C. It uses a host/device model in 
which a C program running on a host 
distributes tasks to processing ele-
ments on one or more devices and 
manages memory, data movements, 
and error handling. The calculations to 

be performed on the target device are 
written in OpenCL in what is called a 
kernel, which can be thought of as sim-
ilar to a C function. At runtime multiple 
kernel programs are launched (called 
work-items) on the target device, and 
each kernel performs its calculations 
on a subset of data defined by the 
host program. This set of work-items is 
called a work-group, and the data can 
be segmented into 1D, 2D, or 3D grids 
for distribution to the individual kernels. 
Work-groups, in turn, operate indepen-
dently from one another. OpenCL also 
has a hierarchical memory model con-
sisting of global, local, constant, and 
private memories. 

This model of memory hierarchies and 
executable kernels is what makes OpenCL  
a powerful tool for expressing both 
data- and task-paralellism. It is also what 
makes OpenCL useful for heteroge-
neous system programming as different 
types of targets can be grouped as indi-
vidual work-groups. This power comes 
at a cost, however. 

One argument made against OpenCL is 
that it is seen as too verbose – that is, 
many functions need to be called in set-
ting up a device execution and cleaning 
up afterward. This is arguably not a 
serious criticism – parallel computing is, 
by its nature, a complex task. Different 
types of applications require different 
approaches to parallelism, different 
synchronization, etc. To capture these 
differences one needs a rich language. 
Besides, OpenCL code is inherently 
easier to create, read, and understand 
(and thus maintain) than any HDL or DSP 
assembly language code.

guEsT
coLuMN

http://tinyurl.com/kfk3qqs
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OpenCL is not a perfect solution, however. There are significant shortcomings that 
have the potential to either limit its adoption for FPGAs and DSPs, or completely 
kill it. The first problem is the host/device nature of OpenCL. Many applications 
for which DSPs and FPGAs are targeted do not lend themselves to host/device 
task acceleration development models – they require data flow models which do 
work on streams of data, continuously processing as the data arrives and pushing 
the results out for later-stage processing or storage. OpenCL does not handle this 
model well, although Altera is working with The Khronos Group to address this in 
a future release.

OpenCL takes a lot of the work of task distribution and data movements off the 
shoulders of developers. It does not, however, manage everything. As was men-
tioned previously, OpenCL’s very explicit memory heirarchy is one of its strengths. It 
allows the developer to specify in very specific terms what memories are to be used 
for various data storage. Unfortunately, it may not always be obvious which of the 
four memory types (Global, Local, Constant, or Private) will give the application the 
best performance. In addition, care must be given to insure that shared memories 
are properly semaphore controlled, as race conditions are still a very real possibility 
(and like in legacy development environments, often very hard to detect). What this 
means is that the developer must have a good understanding of the architecture 
of the target platform and must code explicitly to that architecture in order to get 
good performance. This also means that OpenCL is not a write-once-run-anywhere 
sort of language – porting to different platforms and new architectures could be 
challenging.

Lastly, OpenCL’s latest release is version 2.0 (following 1.0, 1.1, and 1.2) while TI only 
supports 1.1 and Altera only 1.0 (albeit with some limited later feature support in 
both cases). This means that many of the latest features are not available for devel-
opers on these platforms. While many of these features may not make sense for DSP 
or FPGA platform development, there are undoubtedly many important and useful 
features that do. In addition, it can be frustrating working with a tool with incomplete 
support. Given the general popularity of OpenCL and the rapid pace of its develop-
ment, both TI and Altera will probably be playing catch-up for some time. 

Probably the biggest factor that could make OpenCL a widely adopted platform 
for DSP and FPGA system development is, surprisingly, the community excitement 
around GPUs for DSP programming. As more and more people learn OpenCL and use 
it for real-world problems, the strengths and weakness of the language will become 
more apparent and new techniques for solving problems will be developed. In time 
people will need to turn from GPUs to DSPs and FPGAs to gain performance/watt 
advantages and will rely on OpenCL to make that possible. 

More on OpenCL
There is a great deal of both aca-
demic and industrial interest in 
OpenCL. As a result, there is a 
wealth of information on the web 
ranging from academic papers to 
tutorials and example code.  Below 
is a short list of some great web-
sites and papers that could be 
useful to learn more about OpenCL 
and its use on DSPs and FPGAs:

The Khronos Group:  
http://www.khronos.org/opencl/  

Altera’s SDK for OpenCL:  
http://www.altera.com/
products/software/opencl/
opencl-index.html

Altera OpenCL design examples: 
http://www.altera.com/support/
examples/opencl/opencl.html

“High-performance Dynamic 
Programming on FPGAs with 
OpenCL”, by Sean O. Settle: 
http://www.ieee-hpec.org/2013/
index_htm_files/29-High-
performance-Settle-2876089.pdf

OpenCL Training Presentation 
on OpenCL: http://tinyurl.com/
TI-OpenCL-Training

OpenCL on Keystone 
Multicore Processors video: 
https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=IspH-QNQGlc

NCore’s Lithium Suite 
for TI’s Keystone-II:  
http://www.ncoredesign.com/
lithiumsuite/

OpenCL TAKES A LOT OF THE WORK OF TASK 

DISTRIBUTION AND DATA MOVEMENTS OFF THE 

SHOULDERS OF DEVELOPERS. IT DOES NOT, 

HOWEVER, MANAGE EVERYTHING.

http://www.khronos.org/opencl/
http://www.altera.com/products/software/opencl/opencl-index.html
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Market  
conditions  
swing in favor of the custom SoC
By Diya Soubra

Traditionally, integration focused on digital functions. That is 
changing rapidly. According to market analyst IBS, by 2020 
more than 70 percent of non-memory semiconductors will be 
mixed-signal designs, incorporating both digital logic and ana-
logue processing and I/O circuitry.

The opportunities offered by SoCs – many of them provided 
as off-the-shelf components – are helping to drive the market 
for custom IC designs. Market analyst firm Semico expect 
the number of application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 
design starts to grow by 7.1 percent 2014, following a growth 
of 5.9 percent from 2013, much of it driven by mixed-signal 
designs. The number of first-time SoC rather than derivative 
product design efforts alone will rise 5.2 percent this year, 
according to the company.

The mixed-signal SoC makes it possible to devolve intelligence 
to where it is needed and enable highly efficient communica-
tion with other systems on the network, potentially extending 
to the wider IoT.

The key factor in these designs is not just one of cost but of size 
and weight. A more highly integrated solution can be packaged 
to fit into smaller spaces and will reduce overall weight and 

bulk. By bringing multiple closely linked functions onto one die, 
the design can benefit from power and performance improve-
ments. These can be key factors in changing the economics of 
a custom IC design.

Vehicle makers, for example, are looking to SoCs to not just 
improve the control algorithms used in motor and guidance 
systems but to reduce the cost of cabling. They can encode 
data digitally at the point of capture and send changes in 
value using light, low-cost twisted-pair networks rather than 
the heavier, well-shielded cables needed to relay analogue 
signals.

Donnacha O’Riordan, director of services strategy at design 
house S3 Group, says, “In many of these applications, the 
shift to a SoC solution provides an opportunity to rethink the 
system architecture and take full advantage of techniques such 
as sensor fusion by combining digital processing and advanced 
mixed-signal IP.”

Cost also provides a strong reason for moving to custom SoCs. 
For many semiconductor products, the package that wraps 
around the IC is a major contributor to per-piece costs. By 
replacing an off-the-shelf microcontroller, mixed-signal I/O, 

The system-on-chip (SoC) is now a part of almost all electronic systems. As an integrated circuit (IC) 
that pulls together microprocessor cores, systems logic, and I/O functions, the SoC enables a wide 
range of product designs and is driving new markets such as the Internet of Things (IoT) and the  
cyber-physical systems that now underpin many industrial and automotive applications.

http://dsp-fpga.com
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and network devices with a single device, the systems manufacturer will save the cost 
of the four, five or more discrete packages on the bill of materials (BoM). Moderate 
volumes can easily justify the nonrecurrent engineering (NRE) expenses associated 
with a custom SoC.

The systems manufacturer can also save on test time and benefit from higher reli-
ability. An SoC will reduce the total number of parts, which has the effect of increasing 
the mean-time between failures as well as reducing the number of infant mortalities 
due to PCB assembly issues. Furthermore, PCB test time will be reduced compared 
to designs that need to use multiple discrete devices.

A custom SoC has further key advantages when it comes to manufacturing. It can 
provide design security that can be difficult to achieve using off-the-shelf devices. 
Companies that use software alone to tune a design based around off-the-shelf parts 
is highly vulnerable to counterfeiting and overbuilding by rogue contract manufac-
turers. If criminals are able to recover the firmware from a single product, they can 
easily arrange for more copies to be built using the same parts. With a custom SoC, 
overbuilding becomes practically impossible as the contract manufacturer is able to 
use only the parts shipped to it by the customer.

Counterfeiting is made significantly more expensive as it involves reverse engineering 
the silicon, which is costly and time consuming for the criminal. They will turn to easier 
targets. Anti-counterfeiting, measures manufacturers can implement inside custom 
SoCs, make reverse engineering even more difficult. For example, it is possible to 
use design obfuscation techniques that disguise the operation of key components. In 
addition, the design team can add product keys to each device to uniquely identify 
it and lock the contents of on-chip memory to prevent programs or data from being 
read out.

A custom implementation can deliver security of supply as well. Today, there is a high 
risk of critical components reaching the end of their production life well before all 
customers have stopped using them. The use of a custom part delivers greater supply-
chain control to the user and can protect against early component obsolescence.

In addition to application-driven reasons for moving to custom SoC implementations, 
there are strong arguments from the economics of IC manufacturing. The silicon 
industry is a product of learning curves. High volumes make possible detailed under-
standing of what drives yield – the number of fully functional chips that can be diced 
out of each wafer that a semiconductor fab produces.

BY BRINGING MULTIPLE CLOSELY LINKED 

FUNCTIONS ONTO ONE DIE, THE DESIGN CAN BENEFIT 

FROM POWER AND PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENTS. 

THESE CAN BE KEY FACTORS IN CHANGING THE 

ECONOMICS OF A CUSTOM IC DESIGN.

http://www.interfaceconcept.com
http://dsp-fpga.com
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The entire industry has benefited from the learning curves that 
drive Moore’s Law – the ability to double the number of func-
tions that can be packed for the same cost onto a single piece 
of silicon every two years or so. There is a less obvious effect 
than the relentless push to finer, denser advanced nodes – the 
costs associated with more mature process nodes fall over time 
bringing them into reach for more specialized applications.

According to Gartner, foundry wafer prices for a given pro-
cess node decreased over the past decade by an average of 
10 percent per year. The largest falls in price tend to occur 
relatively early in the life cycle of a semiconductor process but 
over the long term, the prices on non-leading-edge wafers 
also fall steadily. This process reflects the increasing efficiency 
of wafer production as the fab’s engineers work on a process 
as well as the continual process of reinvention by a significant 
proportion of their customers as they move to later, denser 
processes for the benefits of higher integration.

The result is that SoC products that might have been difficult 
to justify economically just five years ago become not just fea-
sible, but highly attractive alternatives to combining multiple 
standard products.

“The cost justifications depend on volume and system value 
but you can often apply the rule of 50,” O’Riordan says. If you 
think you can save $50 per unit from your BoM and you expect 
to ship 50,000 units per year, you can expect to save. But the 
progress of Moore’s Law and improvements in design efficiency 
are continuing to drive these numbers down.” Continuing 
investment in mature nodes by the foundries provides other 
compelling reasons for investigating custom SoC production. 
The 180 nm generation, for example, now provides integrated 
non-volatile flash memory, support for the high-voltage inter-
faces needed in industrial and automotive applications as well 
as ultra-low leakage current, to ensure long battery life for por-
table and wearable devices.

Many fabless companies and systems houses have taken 
advantage of these trends. Many of the startups now pursuing 
a fabless business model, in which they design chips that are 
manufactured by an independent foundry, have chosen for 
their products not the latest process nodes but mature pro-
cesses that prove more cost-effective for their needs. Those 
fabless startups are able to leverage the power of customiza-
tion to deliver products that offer higher performance, lower 
power and lower cost to their customers. To further reduce 
costs, many of these companies have taken advantage of the 
rich design and intellectual property (IP) ecosystem that has 
emerged to support them.

Like manufacturing, SoC implementation benefits from learning 
curves. ASIC and SoC design houses complete many chip-
design projects each year, providing them with the tools and 
experience to turn projects around quickly and without errors. 
This greatly reduces the entry cost for any company that wants 
to take IP developed at the PCB and system level and apply the 
benefits of SoC integration.

In almost all cases the SoC will be a combination of existing IP 
cores and custom circuitry used to provide additional features 
as well as security functions. Design teams have learned to use 
IP cores that offer not just performance and die efficiency but 
maturity and robustness. These will be cores that have ben-
efited from the learning curve through implementation by 
many customers.

When it comes to embedded processors, no other family of 
cores has had such a focus of attention as those designed by 
ARM. Even the EDA tools used to synthesize and lay out the 
circuits inside these cores are being optimized for ARM cores 
because of the cores’ prevalence in the market and not just for 
performance and area but power consumption as well.

The ARM Cortex-M processor family of 32-bit cores has 
proved to be successful as the basis for a wide range of micro-
controllers and SoCs because it was designed for control and 
area efficiency. The Cortex-M0+ offers more performance with 
a die-area increase that is easily offset by the higher code den-
sity compared to what is possible with the 8-bit architectures 
once favored for low-cost mixed-signal-oriented control appli-
cations. The Cortex-M4 adds DSP instructions and support for 
floating-point arithmetic that can greatly enhance the perfor-
mance of sensor-driven designs, particularly those that exploit 
concepts such as sensor fusion where inputs from multiple dif-
ferent signal transducers are combined into easily processed 
data on real-world conditions.

To help design the analogue circuitry underpinning the sensor 
interfaces tool support has improved significantly. Today’s soft-
ware environments let engineering teams simulate different 
approaches long before detailed design work needs to be 
done. These techniques allow system-level optimizations for 
power, accuracy, and performance that would be impossible 
using off-the-shelf parts.

For example, techniques developed for advanced process 
nodes, such as power gating to save energy when parts of the 
device are idle are being rolled back to more mature processes. 
“When processes such as 90 nm and 65 nm were first intro-
duced, the techniques needed for advanced power control 
were manually intensive. After the introduction of the 65 nm 
node, tool support made the process more automated and 
now those techniques are being applied to more mature pro-
cesses,” O’Riordan says.

The result of all these trends is an environment where compa-
nies can use the experience of many different teams to create 
highly differentiated, well-protected product lines that take full 
advantage of what are now highly accessible process nodes. 
The custom SoC is now the smarter choice.   

Diya Soubra is Product Manager at ARM. For more 
information, please contact economicssoc@arm.com.

ARM
www.arm.com

http://www.arm.com
mailto:economicssoc@arm.com
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High-Speed Switched Serial Fabrics Improve System Design
By Rodger H. Hosking, Pentek

As evolutionary enhancements to the venerable VMEbus, both VXS and VPX deliver 
significant improvements in data bandwidth, connectivity, power distribution, and cooling.

http://dsp-fpga.com/white-papers/white-design-sixth-edition/

Check out our white papers.
http://dsp-fpga.com/white-papers

Putting FPGAs to Work in Software Radio Systems
By Rodger H. Hosking, Pentek

This handbook introduces the basics of FPGA technology and its relationship to 
software defined radio (SDR) systems.

http://dsp-fpga.com/white-papers/white-systems-seventh-edition/

Multi-Core FFT Performance on 
Intel Sandy Bridge Processors
By Mercury Systems

Examine the scalability of computational 
performance with the Intel Sandy Bridge 
multicore architecture.

http://embedded-computing.com/ 
white-papers/white-sandy-bridge-processors/

http://dsp-fpga.com/white-papers/white-design-sixth-edition/Check
http://dsp-fpga.com/white-papers
http://dsp-fpga.com/white-papers/white-systems-seventh-edition/Multi-Core
http://embedded-computing.com/white-papers/white-sandy-bridge-processors/
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Can your PCB handle the speed?
By Thomas Neu

The JESD204B high-speed data converter I/O standard provides for serial interface bit rates of up 
to 12.5 Gbps. Many system designers are embracing this “upgrade” to the digital interface. Its faster 
serial interface allows them to use fewer high-speed serial transceivers on their FPGA or ASIC. This 
reduction in the number of I/O traces enables smaller packages, smaller PCBs, and smaller overall 
product form factors. However, designing a reliable physical interconnect for data rates exceeding 
5 Gbps may involve additional effort. As the speed increases, the transmission distance needs to 
be accounted for and additional channel modeling may be necessary, possibly involving a 3D field 
solver to ensure signal integrity.

Modern high-speed converters mostly 
employ a voltage mode logic (VML) or 
a current mode logic (CML) serializer/
deserializer (SerDes) transmitter. In a 
CML transmitter, the two switching 
transistors are used to steer a constant 
current through the termination resistor, 
causing a differential voltage drop at the 
receiver (Figure 1).

A voltage mode transmitter gener-
ates the output voltage via a pair of 
unity gain followers onto the load 
impedance. Since there is no internal 
50 Ohm pull up resistor the VML driver 
is a lot more power-efficient than a CML 
driver.

As next generation high-speed data 
converters are moving into more 
advanced, lower geometry CMOS pro-
cesses in order to further increase the 

Figure 1 | Illustration of a CML transmitter.›

http://dsp-fpga.com
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sampling rates, the inherently faster 
transistors also enable a design of a fast 
and very power efficient serial trans-
mitter and receiver. For example, the 
ADC16DX370 can transmit the sampled 
data of one ADC channel over just one 
single lane at 7.4 Gbps, consuming only 
about 83 mW. The serial transmitter of 
the ADC12J4000 only consumes about 
50 mW per lane at 10 Gbps. 

Eye diagram
The quality of the serial link is usually 
measured by generating an “eye dia-
gram” on a given PCB transmission 
channel (Figure 2). The eye diagram is 
generated by overlaying many data bits 
using a fast oscilloscope triggered on a 
reference clock. The eye diagram essen-
tially gives guidance on the ability of the 
receiver to recover the correct logic level 
of the incoming data stream. 

In the eye diagram, the vertical opening shows how much attenuation is present in the 
transmission channel. A larger opening significantly increases the ability of the receiver 
to determine the proper logic level of the sampled bit. On the horizontal axis the eye 
opening is reduced by the jitter. Jitter specifies the deviation from the ideal switching 
point when the signal crosses through 0 V (zero crossing point). A smaller jitter number 
translates to more timing margin. 

The receiver then tries to determine the logic level of the current, incoming sample as 
close to the center of the bit period as possible in order to maximize the amplitude 
and jitter margin.

As the jitter has such a big impact on the link quality, the JESD204B standard specifies 
the jitter requirements for both transmitter (TX) and the receiver (RX). The transmitter 
jitter is measured directly at the output. It documents how much the transmitter itself 
degrades the eye diagram prior to going into the transmission channel.

The receive jitter is a measure of the jitter tolerance requirement. It indicates how 
much jitter the receiver has to tolerate while still extracting the correct information 
from the incoming data stream. The TX and RX jitter requirements are specified 
for three different data rate range (up to 3.125 Gbps, up to 6.25 Gbps, and up to 

Figure 2 | Eye diagram of a serial link.›

AS NEXT GENERATION HIGH-SPEED DATA CONVERTERS 

ARE MOVING INTO MORE ADVANCED, LOWER GEOMETRY 

CMOS PROCESSES IN ORDER TO FURTHER INCREASE 

SAMPLING RATES, THE INHERENTLY FASTER TRANSISTORS 

ALSO ENABLE A DESIGN OF A FAST AND VERY 

POWERFUL SERIAL TRANSMITTER AND RECEIVER.

http://dsp-fpga.com
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Most PCB manufacturers today allow using the expensive material only on layers 
with the high-speed traces in order to minimize additional cost.

 › Modern data converters provide quite a lot of flexibility in configuring the 
JESD204B link. For example, the DAC38J82 can be configured to use one lane 
per DAC at 12.5 Gbps, or two lanes at 6.25 Gbps for the maximum sampling 
rate. This allows the tradeoff of board area and number of lanes against the 
length and speed of the interconnect.

 › PCB designers can use more advanced simulation tools like a 3D field solver 
or IBIS AMI models. These advanced tools help to minimize trace impedance 
discontinuities and to design vias that closely match 50 Ohms.

 › Employ de-emphasis or pre-emphasis in the SerDes transmitter as well as active 
equalization in the SerDes receiver

Equalization techniques
As previously illustrated, the lossy PCB material can be represented as a lowpass filter 
in the frequency domain. In order to counter/equalize the high frequency attenuation 

12.5 Gbps) as illustrated in Figure 3. The 
requirements get progressively tougher 
as data rates increase,  primarily because 
higher frequencies also experience a 
larger amount of loss on the transmis-
sion media.

PCB design considerations
As the serial data rates increase beyond 
3 Gbps, the physical PCB design needs 
to get a lot more attenuation than in the 
past. When using parallel LVDS with a 
max data rate of ~1 Gbps, for example, 
the primary PCB design challenge was 
in matching the lengths of the traces 
across the LVDS bus. For multi-gigabit 
transceivers, the PCB (or channel link if 
connectors and so on are used) attenua-
tion versus frequency is the highest pri-
ority. It determines if the longer traces 
equate to more signal amplitude loss 
and increased jitter at the 0 crossing.

In order to examine the channel loss a 
little closer, the system designer first 
has to look at what frequency range the 
serial link will operate. The worst case 
fundamental frequency of the serial 
output data stream is when the max-
imum bit transitions occur, so in essence 
when transmitting a 1010 pattern, which 
is possible in the 8b/10b encoding. So 
the maximum fundamental frequency 
is half the data rate. The third and fifth 
harmonic of that fundamental frequency 
is what creates the fast slew rate when 
trying to transmit a square wave. 

Attenuation of the higher order har-
monics directly translates to longer rise 
and fall times which in turn increase 
the jitter at the zero crossing point. So 
a higher channel loss reduces the eye 
opening both vertically due to more 
amplitude attenuation and horizontally 
due to increased jitter. Figure 4 illus-
trates how the attenuation increases 
proportionally with the length of the 
interconnect for a given PCB material 
(FR4 material with 6 mil traces).

System designers have a few different 
options available to them to compen-
sate for a smaller eye opening:

 › Higher quality PCB materials than 
standard FR4 can be used which 
have less loss across frequency. 

Figure 4 | Comparison of amplitude attenuation versus trace length for a 
given FR4 PCB material.›

Figure 3 | Jitter requirement comparison-based on maximum link data rate.›

http://dsp-fpga.com
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The SerDes receiver in the DAC38J84 provides full adaptive equalization, which auto-
matically compensates the channel insertion loss by adjusting the placement of a 
transfer function zero based on the received data and thereby minimizing inter-symbol 
interference. Additionally, its receiver includes built-in eye scan and equalization anal-
ysis functions to determine if the transmit partner is applying more or less equalization 
than necessary. 

The value of de-emphasis and pre-emphasis becomes quite apparent when exam-
ining the eye diagram at the receiver with and without de-emphasis as illustrated in 
Figure 6.

Less crowded PCB design
High-speed data converters with JESD204B enable a cleaner and less crowded PCB 
design by replacing the traditional parallel digital interface with fast serial intercon-
nects supporting data rates up to 12.5 Gbps. Although board layout may become a 
little more challenging, recent state-of-the-art data converters like the ADC16DX370 
and the DAC38J84 provide very flexible equalization circuits to ensure a robust and 
reliable communications link despite the fast data rate.   

Thomas Neu is a Systems Engineer for TI’s high-speed data 
converters group where he provides applications support. Thomas 
received his MSEE from Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
Maryland. He can be reached at ti_thomasneu@list.ti.com.  

Texas Instruments
www.ti.com

(insertion loss), a frequency response can 
be added to the transmission chain as 
pre- or de-emphasis in the serial trans-
mitter and/or as active/passive equaliza-
tion in the serial link receiver (Figure 5). 

Pre-emphasis adds extra output current 
to improve the signal rise and fall times, 
which basically boosts the amplitude 
of the higher order harmonics. On the 
other hand, de-emphasis decreases the 
signal amplitude when no bit transitions 
happen (essentially attenuating lower 
frequency range). 

Hence, pre-emphasis and de-emphasis 
have about the same effect when trying 
to compensate the channel insertion 
loss. The ideal outcome is a transmission 
channel with a flat frequency response.

The ADC16DX370 employs a low power 
VML driver with several different options 
for de-emphasis and output amplitude 
levels which can be tuned to closely 
match different channel loss profiles as 
shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 | Equalization of a lossy transmission channel.›

Figure 6 | Eye Diagram after 20 inches of FR4 using ADC16DX370 at 7.4 Gbps.›

http://www.ti.com
mailto:ti_thomasneu@list.ti.com
http://dsp-fpga.com
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 › Dataflow-based – automatically generates intermodule  
control fabric

 › Drag-and-drop graphical interface

 › Work at high conceptual level – concentrate on solving  
algorithmic problems

 › Hardware-in-the-loop debugging

 › More than 1,000 modules incorporate years of application experience

 › Reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › Save time to market

 › Save development dollars

 › Easily port completed applications to new technology chips  
and boards

 › Training and custom application development available

 › Achieve world-class performance; WILD solutions outperform the 
competition

 › Annual node locked or networked license; includes customer 
support and updates

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Develop your application very quickly and easily with our CoreFire™ 
FPGA Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA develop-
ment process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily and 
quickly build and test their algorithms on the real hardware that will 
be used in the field.

Use CoreFire’s graphical interface to drag and drop library elements 
onto the design window. Modify your input and output types, 
numbers of bits, and other core variables by changing module 
parameters with pull-down menus. The modules automatically 
provide correct timing and clock control. Insert debug modules to 
report actual hardware values for hardware-in-the-loop debugging. 
Hit the Build button to check for errors and as-built core sizes and 
to build an encrypted EDIF file. Use the Xilinx ISE tool to place and 
route each FPGA design. Modify and use the jar file or the C program 
created by the CoreFire Build to load your new file into your 
WILDSTAR and I/O card hardware. Use the CoreFire Debugger to 
view and modify register and memory contents in the FPGA and to 
step through the dataflow of your design running in the real physical 
hardware.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 proven, reusable, high-performance cores, including FIR and 
CIC filters, a channelizer, and the world’s fastest FFT. We support 
conversion between data types: bit, signed and unsigned integers, 
single precision floating point, integer and floating point complex, 
and arrays. A few of the newly added array cores include array 
composition and decomposition; slice, parallelize, serialize, repack, 
split, merge, reorder, rotate, and concatenate transformations; 
matrix math, sliding windows, and convolutions.

The combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire enables our 
customers to make massive improvements in processing speed 
while achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, person-
hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

CoreFire

Development Tools: EDA tools

www.annapmicro.com
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 › Technology independence for easy design retargeting

 › Produces the industry’s best Quality of Results (QoR)

 › Advanced debug, diagnostics and design analysis

 › DSP design and simulation acceleration

 › Supports DO-254 objectives

 › Design automation and high reliability

 › Automatic rad-hard and SRAM device SEU circuitry implementation

FEATURES

http://www.synopsys.com

Synplify Premier® software, part of the Synopsys’ FPGA design 
solution, is the industry’s most productive FPGA implementation 
and debug environment. Synplify Premier software is a suite of 
tools that delivers fastest time to FPGA implementation, design 
debug, highly reliable design, and automation of FPGA-based pro-
totyping. The Synplify Premier FPGA design tool suite includes 
automation of ASIC design conversion for FPGA-based proto-
types, Synopsys DesignWare® integration for ASIC validation using 
FPGA-based prototypes, fast synthesis runtimes, continue-on-error 
mode, advanced design for high-reliability features, and integrated 
RTL debugger and a waveform viewer.

For more information on Synplify Premier, please visit:
http://www.synopsys.com/Tools/Implementation/FPGAImplementation/

FPGASynthesis/Pages/SynplifyPremier.aspx

Synplify Premier 

Synopsys, Inc.  |  800-388-9125 
Contact: http://www.synopsys.com/cgi-bin/fpga/contactdes/req1.cgi
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/synopsys
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Synopsys  •  Twitter: @synopsys

19588

Development Tools: RTL Synthesis
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 › Technology independence for easy design retargeting

 › Produces the industry’s best Quality of Results (QoR)

 › Advanced debug, diagnostics and design analysis

 › DSP design and simulation acceleration

 › Supports DO-254 objectives

 › Design automation and high reliability

 › Automatic rad-hard and SRAM device SEU circuitry implementation

FEATURES

http://www.synopsys.com

Synplify Premier® software, part of the Synopsys’ FPGA design 
solution, is the industry’s most productive FPGA implementation 
and debug environment. Synplify Premier software is a suite of 
tools that delivers fastest time to FPGA implementation, design 
debug, highly reliable design, and automation of FPGA-based pro-
totyping. The Synplify Premier FPGA design tool suite includes 
automation of ASIC design conversion for FPGA-based proto-
types, Synopsys DesignWare® integration for ASIC validation using 
FPGA-based prototypes, fast synthesis runtimes, continue-on-error 
mode, advanced design for high-reliability features, and integrated 
RTL debugger and a waveform viewer.

For more information on Synplify Premier, please visit:
http://www.synopsys.com/Tools/Implementation/FPGAImplementation/

FPGASynthesis/Pages/SynplifyPremier.aspx

Synplify Premier 

Synopsys, Inc.  |  800-388-9125 
Contact: http://www.synopsys.com/cgi-bin/fpga/contactdes/req1.cgi
YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/user/synopsys
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/Synopsys  •  Twitter: @synopsys

19588

Development Tools: RTL Synthesis

dsp-fpga.com/p9918761

 › Linux 2.6.38 computing platform with file system

 › CPU: ATMEL AT91SAM9G45, 400MHz

 › micro-SD socket: 1x inside, up to 32GB max.

 › Ethernet: 2x, 10/100Mbps

 › Serial Ports: 4x RS-232/422/485

 › USB 2.0 Hosts: 2x, up to 480MHz

 › GNU C/C++ tool chain for Linux and Windows

FEATURES

www.artila.com

Artila’s Matrix-513 is designed for applications of remote device 
management which require a reliable wired and wireless communi-
cations and low power but powerful computing platform. Matrix-513 
comes with two MiniPCIe slots which can accept COTS Wireless 
LAN, Bluetooth, GPS and cellular 3G MiniPCIe cards. The dual inde-
pendent 10/100Mbps Ethernet ports of Matrix-513 provide a flexible 
and reliable wired communication and the four RS-232/422/485 serial 
ports are ready for connecting to the serial devices. In addition, 
Matrix-513 is equipped with two isolated digital inputs and one relay 
output which can be used for device status monitoring and alarm.

Matrix-513 is powered by 400MHz Atmel AT91SAM9G45 ARM9 SoC 
and 128MB DDR2 RAM and 256MB NAND Flash. A 2MB DataFlash 
is used as backup file system and it provides users an easy way to 
perform system update or recovery at the service site.

Matrix-513, Linux ARM9 Box Computer

Artila Electronics Co., Ltd.  |  +886-2-8667-2340 Contact: sales@artila.com

18761

DSP Board-level Products: Embedded
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 › Hardware Specification: 
–  1.35GHz ARM-8 CPU; 1.125GHz Floating-point DSP SoC 
–  Dual FPGA Controlled Video Ports 
–  SGX530 3D Graphics Engine w. HDMI Output 
–  Integrated SATA-3, Dual Ethernet, USB2 Port 
–  Optional Gen 2 PCI Express Interface 
–  Approx. 20W Power consumptions

 › Software Specification: 
–  Linux Driver, H.264 CODEC 
–  Control System with Remote GUI

FEATURES

 www.sundance.com
DM8168 Image Capture 
Platform Solution

SUNDANCE MULTIPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY LTD. Contact: DM8168@Sundance.com
For more detailed information, please visit: www.sundance.com/DM8168

19660

DSP Board-level Products: Video/Image processing 

The DM8168 is configured and monitored remotely by a Host System, 
using the video streaming ports and has automatically re-booting in the 
event of power-failures and has a typical Mean-time-between-failure 
of 50000 hours for the commercial version. A ruggedize PC/104 form-
factor variations is possible.   

The DM8168 is suitable for a range of Image Application in Industrial, 
Military, Avionics, Surveillance and Transport application.

SUNDANCE develops, design and manufacture bespoke small-factor boards 
and embedded systems that combine ARM-CPUs, DSPs and FPGAs and 
offers these to OEM Customer as either building blocks or turn-key solutions.
 
The DM8168 is a fully integrated Image Processing solution that is built upon 
a high-end TI’s DaVinci™ SoC that can compress multiple streams of videos in 
with low latency time into a H.264 output on two channels of Gigabit Ethernet.
 
The Image Frame-Store is using a dynamical re-configurable Xilinx FPGA and 
Dual-Port Video Memory for capturing up to 8000 x 8000 images and DM8168 
will compress DVI-Video channels @ 60 frames/sec in 1080p resolution. The 
SuperHD and UltraHD compress rate is image complexity depending, but 
DM8168 can handle two 2560 x 1600 @ 20 Frames/sec. The DM8168 is typical 
using less than 20Watts and DM8168 powered externally with either 12V or 
Power-over-Ethernet.
 
The OEM Development version of DM8168 comes with full manufacturing 
data, royalty-free H.264 CODEC, Linux sources of GUI, drivers and all the 
firmware for the FPGA. The DM8168 Box is CE and EMC approved.

dsp-fpga.com/p9916962

 › Complete GSM channelizer with analog IF interface
 › Four 180 MHz 16-bit A/Ds
 › Two banks of 375 DDCs for upper GSM band
 › Two banks of 175 DDCs for lower GSM band
 › Sample clock synchronization to an external system reference
 › LVPECL clock/sync bus for multiboard synchronization
 › PCI Express Gen. 2 x8 interface
 › Also available in XMC, OpenVPX, AMC, 3U and 6U cPCI form factors

FEATURES

http://pentek.com/go/dsprg78663

The Model 78663 accepts four analog inputs from an external ana-
log RF tuner, such as the Pentek Model 8111, where the GSM RF 
bands are downconverted to an IF frequency. These IF signals are 
then digitized by four A/D converters and routed to four channelizer 
banks, which perform digital downconversion of all GSM channels 
to baseband. Two of the banks handle 175 channels for the lower 
GSM transmit/receive bands and two more banks handle 375 chan-
nels for the upper bands. The DDC channels within each bank are 
equally spaced at 200 kHz. 

Each DDC output is resampled to a 4x symbol rate of 1.08333 MHz 
to simplify symbol recovery. Every four DDC outputs are combined 
into a frequency-division “super-channel” that allows transmission 
of all 1100 channels across the PCIe Gen. 2 x8 interface. The GSM 
channelizer IP core is supported with factory-installed FPGA func-
tions including packet formation, time stamping, four DMA control-
lers, gating and triggering. 

GSM Receiver for Government, Military and Homeland 
Security Systems 

Pentek  |  201-818-5900 Contact: info@pentek.com

16962
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 › KeyStone I Multicore TMS320C667x SoC, with 1 to 8 DSP cores 
clocked at 1.25GHz, 320 GMAC/160 GFLOP performance.

 › Ultra low power, less than 15W total power.

 › Multiple PCI Express form factors: PCIe-104, PCIe (desktop), and 
custom form factors available.

 › Up to 2GB 1333Mhz External DDR3 (256Mx64).

 › x2 lane PCI Express Gen2.

 › x4 lane SRIO 2.1 with interface to optional Altera Cyclone 5 FPGA, 
includes IP that translates to either FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC) or 
parallel expansion mimicking standard memory interface, easy to 
update legacy designs.

 › Extensive Storage with microSD flash card socket for standalone 
operation, 64Mbit (8Mbx8) SPI Flash, and up to 32kB I2C E2PROM.

 › x1 Gbit Ethernet port with internal packet accelerator (with Gbit 
Ethernet enabled camera support libraries).

 › Windows/Linux 32/64 bit support, including comprehensive 
applications/drivers with projects, libraries and related source code 
and examples for ELF/EABI Loaders, EDMA, along with Gbit Ethernet 
enabled devices.

 › Compatibility with TI tools and JTAG debuggers.

 › Extensive technical support, also available to provide both hardware 
and software assistance for porting customer legacy products and 
designs.  
 
 

APPLICATIONS  
 › Real Time Image Processing

 › Machine Vision

 › Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Control Systems

 › Industrial Control and Automation

 › Medical Imaging

 › Military and Aerospace

 › Test and Measurement 

FEATURES

Sheldon Instruments, Inc.  |  619-282-6700 Contact: info@sheldoninst.com

https://sheldoninstruments.com

The SI-C667xDSP-PCIe from Sheldon Instruments is a C program-
mable Digital Signal Processor (DSP) card designed for low power 
environments that require intensive computing in a cost sensitive 
solution.  
 
The SI-C667xDSP-PCIe is a Small Form Factor (SFF) family of 
Commercial Off the Shelf (COTS) cards featuring the powerful 
Keystone I TMS320C667x DSPs from Texas Instruments. The TI 
C667x DSPs are multicore DSP System on Chip (SoC), conveniently 
programmed using the C language. The number of C667x cores 
range from one to eight, each clocked at 1.25GHz for a maximum 
of 320 GMAC and 160 GFLOP performance at a mere 10 watts of 
power consumption while most processors of this caliber are in 
the 40W-60W range.
 
The DSP’s internal memory per core is comprised of 32K Bytes 
L1P, 32K Bytes L1D, and 512K Bytes L2. Each level of cache can 
be programmed in blocks as SRAM or cache. Each C667x chip also 
features 4096K Bytes of shared SRAM memory between the cores 
and an external 64-bit DDR3 memory interface at 1333MHz.
 
There are multiple high speed interfaces, with each capable of 
moving large amounts of data. The Gigabit Ethernet interface can 
take advantage of the on-chip Network Co-processor to offload 
most of the packet processing, thereby enabling full bandwidth 
utilization and freeing up the DSPs to perform the computations for 
which they were designed. A PCIe x2 Gen 2.0 interface provides 
connectivity to a system backplane, and the flexible SRIO 2.1 x4 
5Gbps interface can be connected to either an optional FPGA or 
other external peripherals.
 
The optional Altera Cyclone V FPGA includes SI’s proprietary IP 
layer that transparently translates SRIO so the FPGA may be used 
as an extra processing resource, as well as an expansion bridge 
to either an FPGA Mezzanine Card (FMC), or a legacy style parallel 
expansion bus – ideal for those who prefer to leverage a wide array 
of 3rd party FMC modules, their own custom hardware or simply 
update legacy designs with minimal effort.
 
Upgrade options for the SI-C667xDSP-PCIe include various core 
and memory configurations, nonvolatile storage, and either com-
mercial or expanded temperature ranges. A full line of software 
development tools are available from Sheldon Instruments and 
TI for Windows and Linux platforms.

SI-C667xDSP-PCIe

DSP Board-level Products: Embedded
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 › Hardware Specification: 
–  1.35GHz ARM-8 CPU; 1.125GHz Floating-point DSP SoC 
–  Dual FPGA Controlled Video Ports 
–  SGX530 3D Graphics Engine w. HDMI Output 
–  Integrated SATA-3, Dual Ethernet, USB2 Port 
–  Optional Gen 2 PCI Express Interface 
–  Approx. 20W Power consumptions

 › Software Specification: 
–  Linux Driver, H.264 CODEC 
–  Control System with Remote GUI

FEATURES

 www.sundance.com
DM8168 Image Capture 
Platform Solution

SUNDANCE MULTIPROCESSOR TECHNOLOGY LTD. Contact: DM8168@Sundance.com
For more detailed information, please visit: www.sundance.com/DM8168

19660

DSP Board-level Products: Video/Image processing 

The DM8168 is configured and monitored remotely by a Host System, 
using the video streaming ports and has automatically re-booting in the 
event of power-failures and has a typical Mean-time-between-failure 
of 50000 hours for the commercial version. A ruggedize PC/104 form-
factor variations is possible.   

The DM8168 is suitable for a range of Image Application in Industrial, 
Military, Avionics, Surveillance and Transport application.

SUNDANCE develops, design and manufacture bespoke small-factor boards 
and embedded systems that combine ARM-CPUs, DSPs and FPGAs and 
offers these to OEM Customer as either building blocks or turn-key solutions.
 
The DM8168 is a fully integrated Image Processing solution that is built upon 
a high-end TI’s DaVinci™ SoC that can compress multiple streams of videos in 
with low latency time into a H.264 output on two channels of Gigabit Ethernet.
 
The Image Frame-Store is using a dynamical re-configurable Xilinx FPGA and 
Dual-Port Video Memory for capturing up to 8000 x 8000 images and DM8168 
will compress DVI-Video channels @ 60 frames/sec in 1080p resolution. The 
SuperHD and UltraHD compress rate is image complexity depending, but 
DM8168 can handle two 2560 x 1600 @ 20 Frames/sec. The DM8168 is typical 
using less than 20Watts and DM8168 powered externally with either 12V or 
Power-over-Ethernet.
 
The OEM Development version of DM8168 comes with full manufacturing 
data, royalty-free H.264 CODEC, Linux sources of GUI, drivers and all the 
firmware for the FPGA. The DM8168 Box is CE and EMC approved.

dsp-fpga.com/p9916962

 › Complete GSM channelizer with analog IF interface
 › Four 180 MHz 16-bit A/Ds
 › Two banks of 375 DDCs for upper GSM band
 › Two banks of 175 DDCs for lower GSM band
 › Sample clock synchronization to an external system reference
 › LVPECL clock/sync bus for multiboard synchronization
 › PCI Express Gen. 2 x8 interface
 › Also available in XMC, OpenVPX, AMC, 3U and 6U cPCI form factors

FEATURES

http://pentek.com/go/dsprg78663

The Model 78663 accepts four analog inputs from an external ana-
log RF tuner, such as the Pentek Model 8111, where the GSM RF 
bands are downconverted to an IF frequency. These IF signals are 
then digitized by four A/D converters and routed to four channelizer 
banks, which perform digital downconversion of all GSM channels 
to baseband. Two of the banks handle 175 channels for the lower 
GSM transmit/receive bands and two more banks handle 375 chan-
nels for the upper bands. The DDC channels within each bank are 
equally spaced at 200 kHz. 

Each DDC output is resampled to a 4x symbol rate of 1.08333 MHz 
to simplify symbol recovery. Every four DDC outputs are combined 
into a frequency-division “super-channel” that allows transmission 
of all 1100 channels across the PCIe Gen. 2 x8 interface. The GSM 
channelizer IP core is supported with factory-installed FPGA func-
tions including packet formation, time stamping, four DMA control-
lers, gating and triggering. 

GSM Receiver for Government, Military and Homeland 
Security Systems 

Pentek  |  201-818-5900 Contact: info@pentek.com

16962

DSP Board-level Products: Software-Defined Radio
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 › Four Synchronized Differential Front Panel Clock Outputs up to  
3 GHz with Typical Skew of 5 ps

 › Ultra-low Clock Jitter and Phase Noise – 275 Fs with 1,280 MHz PLL 
and external 10 MHz Reference

 › On-board PLLs Manufacturing Options provide Fixed Frequencies of 
700 MHz to 3 GHz, Locked to Internal or External Reference

 › On-board Low Frequency Oscillator provides Fixed Frequencies up 
to approximately 800 MHz

 › Four Synchronized Trigger Outputs, always Synchronized with 
the Output Clock, with Typical Skew of 5 ps

 › Jumper Selectable Trigger Output Levels of 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, 
or 1.65 V PECL

 › Source Trigger from Front Panel SMA, Pushbutton, or Optional 
P2 Serial Port

 › Cascade boards to provide up to 16 sets of outputs

 › Compatible with standard VME64x and VXS 6U backplanes 

 › Universal clock input supports wide range of signal options, 
including signal generator sine wave

 › Differential clock input permits multiple standards including: 
LVDS, 3.3 V PECL, 2.5 V PECL, and 1.65 V PECL

 › Clock and Trigger Outputs Compatible with all Annapolis Micro 
Systems, Inc. WILDSTAR™ 2 PRO I/O Cards and WILDSTAR™ 4/5 
Mezzanine Cards

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

The Four Channel Clock Distribution Board distributes a common 
clock and synchronized control signal triggers to multiple cards in 
the system. This 6U VME64x/VXS board provides four high-speed, 
ultra-low jitter, ultra-low skew differential bulkhead mounted clock 
outputs, two ultra-low skew differential vertical SMA on-board 
clock outputs, and four ultra-low skew and clock synchronized 
single-ended bulkhead mounted control signal triggers.

A jumper set at board installation time or via optional P2 Serial Port 
determines which one of the two installed clock sources is active. 
Manufacturing options for Clock Source 0 are Single Ended or 
Differential External Clock, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with 
an On-Board Reference Oscillator, or a PLL ranging from 700 MHz 
to 3 GHz with a 10 MHz External Reference. Manufacturing options 
for Clock Source 1 are a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz with an 
On-board Reference Oscillator, a PLL ranging from 700 MHz to 3 GHz 
with a 10 MHz External Reference or an On-Board Low Frequency 
Oscillator ranging up to 800 MHz.

The four control trigger outputs can originate from a high- 
precision external source via front panel SMA, from a manual 
pushbutton on the front panel, or from software via an optional 
Backplane P2 Connector Serial Port. These trigger outputs are 
synchronized to the distributed clock to provide precise output 
timing relationships.

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based boards and processing for RADAR, SONAR, 
SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing intensive applications.
 
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customer’s applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Four Channel Clock Synchronization Board

DSP Board-level Products: Standard bus cards

www.annapmicro.com
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Microsemi Corporation  |  949-380-6100 Contact: sales.support@microsemi.com

www.microsemi.com

Microsemi’s SmartFusion®2 and IGLOO®2 system-on-chip (SoC) field  
programmable gate array (FPGA) families are ideally suited for 
today’s DSP applications. Both product families include up to 240 
18x18 Multiply Accumulate DSP blocks and up to 150K Logic Ele-
ments, consisting of a 4 input LUT and D flip flop, with large 18K bit 
ram and unique 1K bit µSRAM blocks. In addition to a mainstream 
FPGA fabric both product families offer low power 5Gbps SERDES 
transceivers with integrated PCI Express Hard macros. 

SmartFusion2 SoC FPGA integrates a hardened Industry Standard 
Cortex-M3 Microcontroller subsystem which includes:

 › 166 MHz Cortex M3 with Embedded Trace Macrocell
 › 8K byte Instruction Cache
 › 3 port Read/Write combining buffers
 › Up to 512K Bytes of Flash Memory
 › Up to 64 Kbytes of error corrected SRAM
 › A 10/100/1000 Ethernet mac with error corrected buffers
 › High Speed 2.0 USB OTG with error corrected endpoint buffers

The fundamental building block in any digital signal processing (DSP)  
algorithm is the multiply-accumulate function. The IGLOO2 device 
implements a custom 18x18 Multiply-Accumulate (18x18 MACC) block  
for efficient implementation of complex DSP algorithms such as finite 
impulse response (FIR) filters, infinite impulse response (IIR) filters,  
and fast Fourier transform (FFT) for filtering and image processing 
applications.

 Each Mathblock has the following capabilities:
 › Supports 18x18 signed multiplications natively (A[17:0] x B[17:0])
 › Supports dot product; the multiplier computes: (A[8:0] x B[17:9] + 
A[17:9] x B[8:0]) x 29

 › Built-in addition, subtraction, and accumulation units to combine 
multiplication results efficiently 

SmartFusion®2 SoC and IGLOO®2 FPGAs

FPGA & CPLD ICs: Low- & mid-density FPGAs

Mathblocks for DSP Applications 

19628

For more information, please visit: http://www.microsemi.com/products/fpga-soc/soc-fpgas
or contact sales.support@microsemi.com

 › 2.0a and 2.0B Bosch Compliant CAN controller with 
32 transmit and 32 receive error corrected message blocks

 › 2 SPI, MMUART, I2C
 › 2 Timers, 1 flash based watch dog timer
 › 2 DMA’s
 › High Performance Switch Matrix
 › LPDDR, DDR2, and DDR3 Memory Controller with error 
correction

IGLOO2 FPGA integrates a hardened high performance mem- 
ory subsystem which includes:

 › Up to 512K Bytes of Flash Memory
 › Up to 64 Kbytes of error corrected SRAM
 › 1 SPI
 › 2 DMA’s
 › LPDDR, DDR2, and DDR3 Memory Controller with error 
correction

•  Lowest TCO
 •   Integration: More Resources on Smaller 

Devices
 • Non Volatile
•  Best Security
 •  Best in Class Support for Anti-cloning and 

Authentication Applications

•   Lowest Power and Smallest Form Factors
 •   10X Lower Static Power
 •   30-50% Lower Total Power
•   Highest Reliability
 •   SEU Immunity
 •   Extended Temperature Support (125C Tj)
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 › One e2v AT84AS004 (2.0 GHz, 10-bit) A/D

 › Four SMA front panel connectors: one 50-ohm analog input, one 
single-ended 50-ohm clock input, or differential 1.65 V LVPECL       
clock input

 › One high-precision trigger input with Fs precision; high-precision 
trigger input – 1.65 V LVPECL, 2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › Analog input bandwidth is 100 KHz-3.0 GHz

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCI Express/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces

 › Proactive thermal management system

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Single Channel 2.0 GSps A/D I/O Card provides 
one 2.0 GHz A/D input with a resolution of 10 bits. The board has 
one e2v AT84AS004 that is fed by an onboard analog input circuit, 
which converts the single-ended 50-ohm SMA input into differential 
signals for the ADC. There is a universal single-ended 50-ohm SMA 
clock input and a high-precision trigger input allowing multiple 
A/D I/O cards to be synchronized together. Synchronization of A/D 
I/O cards can be facilitated by the Annapolis 4 or 8 Channel Clock 
Distribution Boards.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 FPGA processing 
main boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-configurable 
real-time continuous sustained processing of the full data stream. 
Up to two A/D and up to two Serial I/O cards can reside on each  
WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board, 
or up to one A/D and up to one Serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCI 
Express main board. 

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL 
simulation models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to 
A/Ds, D/As, DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ 
users will have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package. 

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed while achieving significant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, 
Digital Signal Processing, FFTs, communications, software radio, 
encryption, image processing, prototyping, text processing, and 
other processing intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customer’s applications 
succeed.

2.0 GSps 10-bit A/D

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition

www.annapmicro.com
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 › One or two 12-bit Analog to Digital Converters: MAX 19693 for  
4.0 GSps, MAX 19692 for 2.3 GSps, or MAX 5859 for 1.5 GSps

 › Five SMA front panel connectors: two single-ended DAC outputs, 
one high-precision trigger input with Fs precision

 › One universal single- or double-ended 50 ohm clock input

 › High-precision trigger input manufacturing options – 1.65 V LVPECL, 
2.5 V LVPECL, 3.3 V LVPECL

 › I/O card plugs onto WILDSTAR 4 or 5 VME/VXS/PCI-X/PCI Express/
IBM Blade main boards

 › JTAG, ChipScope, and Serial Port access

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for board-level interfaces

 › Proactive thermal management system

 › Industrial temperature range

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, 
and customer support

 › Designed and manufactured in the USA

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

The Annapolis Micro Systems Dual Channel 4.0 GSps D/A I/O Card 
provides one or two 12-bit digital output streams at up to 4.0 GSps. 
The board has one or two MAX 19693 for 4.0 GSps, MAX 19692 for  
2.3 GSps, or MAX 5859 for 1.5 GSps.

The Dual Channel DAC board has five SMA front connectors: two 
single-ended DAC outputs, a high-precision trigger input with Fs 
precision, and a universal single- or double-ended 50 ohm clock 
input. It has excellent gain flatness in the first 3 Nyquist Zones, 
ultra-low skew and jitter saw-based clock distributions, and main 
board PCLK sourcing capability.

In concert with the WILDSTAR 4 or WILDSTAR 5 FPGA processing 
main boards, this mezzanine board supplies user-configurable 
real-time A to D conversion and digital output. Up to two A/D or 
D/A and up to two serial I/O cards can reside on each WILDSTAR 4 
or WILDSTAR 5  VME/VXS or IBM Blade main board, or up to one A/D 
or D/A and up to one serial I/O card on each PCI-X or PCI Express 
main board.

Our boards run on many different operating systems. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL 
simulation models. VHDL source is provided for the interfaces to  
A/Ds, D/As, DRAM/SRAM, LAD bus, I/O bus, and PPC Flash. CoreFire™ 
users will have the usual CoreFire Board Support Package.

The combination of our COTS hardware and our CoreFire FPGA 
Application Development tool allows our customers to make mas-
sive improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, Digital 
Signal Processing, FFTs, communications, software radio, encryption, 
image processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customer’s applications 
succeed. We offer training and exceptional special applica-
tion development support, as well as more conventional customer 
support.

Dual 4.0 GSps DAC

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition

www.annapmicro.com
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 › From two to eight Virtex-5 FPGA processing elements – LX110T, 
LX220T, LX330T, FX100T, FX130T, or FX200T; six are pluggable with 
power module and memory

 › Up to 10.7 GB DDR2 DRAM per WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade Board

 › 144 x 144 crossbar; 3.2 Gb per line; two external PPC 440s – 1 per 
each I/O FPGA

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive thermal management system – board-level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
host API

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Blade management controller; USB, RS-485, Ethernet, KVM, 16 RIO, 
Switch to 1 GbE over backplane

 › Save time and effort; reduce risk with COTS boards and software

 › We offer training and exceptional special application development 
support, as well as more conventional support

 › Famous for the high quality of our products and our unparalleled 
dedication to ensuring that the customer’s applications succeed

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Perfect Blend of Processors and Xilinx Virtex-5 FPGAs. Eleventh 
Annapolis Generation.

Direct Seamless Connections – No data reduction between: external 
sensors and FPGAs, FPGAs and processors over IB or 10 Gb Ethernet 
backplane, FPGAs and standard output modules.

Ultimate Modularity – From zero to six Virtex-5 processing FPGA/
memory modules, and two Virtex-5 I/O FPGAs. Accepts one or two 
standard Annapolis WILDSTAR 4/5 I/O mezzanines: Quad 130 MSps 
through Quad 500 MSps A/D, 1.5 GSps through 2.2 GSps A/D, Quad 
600 MSps DAC, InfiniBand, 10 Gb Ethernet, SFPDP. 

Fully Integrated into the IBM Blade Management System – 
Abundant power and cooling for maximum performance.
 
Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, Digital 
Signal Processing, FFTs, communications, software radio, encryption, 
image processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. We support our board products with a stan-
dardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and 
test their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the 
field. CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distri-
buted control fabric between cores. Our extensive IP and board 
support libraries contain more than 1,000 cores, including float-
ing point and the world’s fastest FFT. A graphical user interface for 
design entry supports hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides 
proven, reusable, high-performance IP modules. 

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade, with its associated I/O cards, provides 
extremely high overall throughput and processing performance. The 
combination of our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our cus-
tomers to make massive improvements in processing speed, while 
achieving significant savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, 
dollars, and calendar time to deployment.

Achieve world-class performance; WILDSTAR solutions outperform 
the competition.

WILDSTAR 5 for IBM Blade

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition

www.annapmicro.com
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 › Up to three Virtex-6 FPGA processing elements – XC6LX240T, 
XC6LX365T, XC6LX550T, XC6SX315, or XC6SX475

 › Up to 7 GB DDR2 DRAM in 14 banks or up to 448 MB DDRII or QDRII 
SRAM

 › OpenVPX backplane

 › 80 x 80 crossbar connecting FPGAs and VPX backplane

 › 1 GHz 460EX PowerPC onboard host

 › 4X PCIe controller

 › Programmable Flash to store FPGA images and for PCI controller

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope Access

 › Host software: Windows, Linux, VxWorks, etc.

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – Board level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
host API

 › Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and 
software; achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions 
outperform the competition

 › Includes one-year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support; training available

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. Our 14th-generation WILDSTAR 6 for 
OpenVPX uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards in one VPX 
slot or up to four in a double wide VPX slot, including Single 1.5 GHz 
8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 
130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12 Bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 
16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O (Rocket I/O, 10 Gb Ethernet,  
InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OC 192, 10G Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). 
Our boards work on a number of operating systems, including 
Windows, Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL 
simulation models.
 
Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.
 
Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports  
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O cards, provides extremely high overall throughput and 
processing performance. The combination of our COTS hardware 
and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improvements in 
processing speed, while achieving significant savings in size, weight, 
power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to deployment.
 
Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customer’s applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.
 

WILDSTAR 6 for OpenVPX

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition

www.annapmicro.com
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 › Two A/D Inputs 500 MSPS, 16-bit AC or DC coupled

 › Two D/A Outputs 1230 MSPS, 16-bit D/A

 › 11.5W typical (AC-coupled inputs)

 › Conduction Cooling per VITA 20 subset

 › Environmental ratings for -40° to 85°C 9g RMS sine, 0.1g2/Hz 
random vibration

FEATURES

www.innovative-dsp.com

The FMC-500 is a high speed digitizing and signal generation 
FMC I/O module featuring two, 500MSPS A/D channels and two 
1230 MSPS D/A channels supported by ultra-low jitter sample clock 
and triggering features.
 
The FMC-500 features the new Hitite dual channel, 16-bit 500 MSPS 
A/D device plus an Analog Devices dual-channel 1230 MSPS DAC 
device. Analog IO may be either AC or DC coupled. Receiver IF 
frequencies of up to 500 MHz are supported due to the wide 
bandwidth performance of the analog front-end. The sample clock 
may be sourced from either a low-jitter PLL or external input. 
Multiple cards can be synchronized for sampling to address MIMO 
applications. 

Download Data Sheets & Pricing Now!

FMC-500

Innovative Integration  |  805-578-4260 Contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

19613
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 › High speed digitizing and signal generation FMC I/O modules 

 › FMC-1000 Module with 2x 1000 MSPS 14-bit A/D, 2x 1000 MSPS 
16-bit DAC with PLL and Timing Controls

 › FMC-500 Module with 2x 500 MSPS 16-bit A/D, 2x 1230 MSPS 
16-bit or 1x 1GSPS DAC with PLL and Timing Controls

 › FMC-310 Module with 4x 310 MSPS 16-bit A/D with PLL and 
Timing Controls

 › FMC-250 FMC Module with 2x 250 MSPS 16-bit A/D, 2x 500 MSPS 
16-bit or 1x 1GSPS DAC with PLL and Timing Controls

 › FMC-SFP+ FMC Module with Four SFP+ Ports

FEATURES

www.innovative-dsp.com

Innovative Integration’s FMC Family offers a wide range of dense, 
high-performance I/O solutions in VITA57 form-factor.
 
The FMC standard requires only the core I/O transceiver circuitry 
that connects directly to the FPGA on the carrier card. The resulting 
efficiencies translate to substantial benefits.
 
The FMC modules deliver a wide range of solutions: High Speed 
digitizing Signal Generation for wireless Transceiver Pulse Genera-
tion, Medical Imaging, Precision Recording/Playback, RADAR, LTE 
WiMAX Physical Layer, Wireless Receiver and Transmitter, Remote 
Radio Head receiver, OBSAI and CPRI interface, Serial FPDP and 
SRIO fiber optic ports.

FMC Family 

Innovative Integration  |  805-578-4260 Contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

FPGA Hardware: FPGA Mezzanine Cards (FMCs)

dsp-fpga.com/p9918993

 › Software Defined Radio

 › MiniPCIe card form factor

 › RF tuning range from 70 MHz to 6 GHz

 › Up to 50 MHz RF channel bandwidth

 › Two models: 1Rx + 1Tx, or 2Rx for phase-coherent reception

 › Integrated FPGA (Xilinx® Spartan 6 LX45T) for signal processing

 › PCIe + USB interface to host system

FEATURES

http://www.epiqsolutions.com/sidekiq

The Sidekiq™ SDR is a breakthrough miniature Software Defined 
Radio (SDR) platform, providing a flexible 70 MHz – 6 GHz RF 
transceiver plus programmable logic in a 30x51x5 mm standards 
compliant MiniPCIe card. With the addition of a Sidekiq SDR, 
millions of host devices (laptops, tablet computers, etc) can 
immediately be transformed into RF processing powerhouses. 
Installation of the Sidekiq SDR is often simplified by the multi-
band antennas that are present in many host platforms supporting 
MiniPCIe, since these slots are commonly used for wireless data 
cards.

A Sidekiq Platform Development Kit (PDK) is also available to 
support both custom software and FPGA development.

Sidekiq SDR

Epiq Solutions  |  847-598-0218 Contact: sales@epiqsolutions.com

18993
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 › Combines an industry-standard COM Express CPU module with dual 
FMC IO modules in a compact, stand alone design

 › Programmable Kintex 7 325/410 and Spartan 6 FPGAs
 › Small form factor: 5" H x 8" W x 11" D
 › Conduction cooled design: Fins or cold-plate
 › Stand-alone operation: Able to operate headless, booting from SSD
 › Windows, Linux OS support
 › Dual VITA 57 FMC I/O module sites. Add anything from RF receivers 
to industrial control modules.

 › I/O sites (VITA 42.3) deliver >3000MB/s to CPU memory**
 › Integrated timing and triggering support for I/O includes GPS, 
IEEE1588 or IRIG-disciplined clock

 › Supports Innovative and third-party FMC modules for private data 
channels, triggering and timing features

 › USB3.0 x6, Gb Ehernet x2, SATA x4, DisplayPort, Touch Screen
 › Up to 4 SSD or HDD (2.5 in) AC or DC operation

FEATURES

www.innovative-dsp.com/products.php?product=ePC-K7

The ePC-K7 is a user-customizable, turnkey embedded instrument 
that includes a full Windows/Linux PC and supports a wide assort-
ment of ultimate-performance FMC modules. With its modular I/O, 
scalable performance, and easy to use PC architecture, the ePC-K7 
reduces time-to-market while providing the performance you need.
 
Distributed Data Acquisition – Put the ePC-K7 at the data 
source and reduce system errors and complexity. Optional GPS-
synchronized timing, triggering and sample control is available 
for remote IO. Limitless expansion via multiple nodes. Up to 4 HDD 
for data logging.
 
Uniquely customizable – dual FMC sites for IO, user-programmable 
FPGA for IO interfaces, triggering and timing control, USB ports.

ePC-K7

Innovative Integration  |  805-578-4260 Contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

FPGA Hardware: Data acquisition
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 › Two A/D Inputs 500 MSPS, 16-bit AC or DC coupled

 › Two D/A Outputs 1230 MSPS, 16-bit D/A

 › 11.5W typical (AC-coupled inputs)

 › Conduction Cooling per VITA 20 subset

 › Environmental ratings for -40° to 85°C 9g RMS sine, 0.1g2/Hz 
random vibration

FEATURES

www.innovative-dsp.com

The FMC-500 is a high speed digitizing and signal generation 
FMC I/O module featuring two, 500MSPS A/D channels and two 
1230 MSPS D/A channels supported by ultra-low jitter sample clock 
and triggering features.
 
The FMC-500 features the new Hitite dual channel, 16-bit 500 MSPS 
A/D device plus an Analog Devices dual-channel 1230 MSPS DAC 
device. Analog IO may be either AC or DC coupled. Receiver IF 
frequencies of up to 500 MHz are supported due to the wide 
bandwidth performance of the analog front-end. The sample clock 
may be sourced from either a low-jitter PLL or external input. 
Multiple cards can be synchronized for sampling to address MIMO 
applications. 

Download Data Sheets & Pricing Now!

FMC-500

Innovative Integration  |  805-578-4260 Contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

19613
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 › High speed digitizing and signal generation FMC I/O modules 

 › FMC-1000 Module with 2x 1000 MSPS 14-bit A/D, 2x 1000 MSPS 
16-bit DAC with PLL and Timing Controls

 › FMC-500 Module with 2x 500 MSPS 16-bit A/D, 2x 1230 MSPS 
16-bit or 1x 1GSPS DAC with PLL and Timing Controls

 › FMC-310 Module with 4x 310 MSPS 16-bit A/D with PLL and 
Timing Controls

 › FMC-250 FMC Module with 2x 250 MSPS 16-bit A/D, 2x 500 MSPS 
16-bit or 1x 1GSPS DAC with PLL and Timing Controls

 › FMC-SFP+ FMC Module with Four SFP+ Ports

FEATURES

www.innovative-dsp.com

Innovative Integration’s FMC Family offers a wide range of dense, 
high-performance I/O solutions in VITA57 form-factor.
 
The FMC standard requires only the core I/O transceiver circuitry 
that connects directly to the FPGA on the carrier card. The resulting 
efficiencies translate to substantial benefits.
 
The FMC modules deliver a wide range of solutions: High Speed 
digitizing Signal Generation for wireless Transceiver Pulse Genera-
tion, Medical Imaging, Precision Recording/Playback, RADAR, LTE 
WiMAX Physical Layer, Wireless Receiver and Transmitter, Remote 
Radio Head receiver, OBSAI and CPRI interface, Serial FPDP and 
SRIO fiber optic ports.

FMC Family 

Innovative Integration  |  805-578-4260 Contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

FPGA Hardware: FPGA Mezzanine Cards (FMCs)
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 › Combines an industry-standard COM Express CPU module with a 
single FMC I/O module in an extremely compact, stand alone design

 › Programmable Kintex 7 325/410 and Spartan 6 FPGAs
 › Small form factor: 4" H x 7" W x 10" D
 › Conduction cooled design: Fins or cold-plate
 › Stand-alone operation: Able to operate headless, booting from SSD 
Windows, Linux OS support. RTOS availability.

 › Dual VITA 57 FMC IO module site. Add anything from RF receivers to 
industrial control modules.

 › IO site (VITA 42.3) delivers >3000MB/s to CPU memory**
 › Integrated timing and triggering support for IO includes GPS, 
IEEE1588 or IRIG-disciplined clock

 › Supports Innovative and third-party FMC modules for private data 
channels, triggering and timing features

 › USB 3.0 x2/2.0 x2, Gb Ehernet, SATA x4, DisplayPort, Touch Screen
 › Up to 2 SSD (2.5 in)
 › AC or DC operation

FEATURES

www.innovative-dsp.com/products.php?product=Mini-K7

The Mini-K7 is a user-customizable, turnkey embedded instrument that 
includes a full Windows/Linux PC and supports a wide assortment of ultimate- 
performance FMC modules. With its modular I/O, scalable performance, 
and easy to use PC architecture, the Mini-K7 reduces time-to-market while 
providing the performance you need.
Distributed Data Acquisition – Put the Mini-K7 at the data source and reduce 
system errors and complexity. Optional GPS or IEEE1588-synchronized timing, 
triggering and sample control is available for remote I/O. Limitless expansion 
via multiple nodes. Up to 4 SSD for data logging.
Uniquely Customizable – Dual FMC sites for IO, user-programmable FPGA 
for IO interfaces, triggering and timing control, USB ports.
Remote or Local Operation – Continuous data streaming up to 3200 MB/s to 
SSD or Gb/s Ethernet. Optional, stand- alone, autonomous operation with 
GPS-synchronized sampling.
Rugged – SSD boot drive support in a compact, rugged footprint that is ready 
for embedded operation.
8-26V DC-Only Operation – Perfect for portable or automotive data loggers 
or waveform generators.

mini-K7

Innovative Integration  |  805-578-4260 Contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

15977

FPGA Hardware: Low power

dsp-fpga.com/p9918255

 › Two 1 GSPS, 12-bit A/D channels
 › Two 1 GSPS, 16-bit DAC channels
 › +/-0.5V, AC or DC -Coupled, 50 ohm, SSMC inputs and outputs
 › Xilinx Virtex-6 SX315T/SX475T or LX240T
 › 4 Banks of 1GB DRAM (4 GB total)
 › Ultra-low jitter programmable clock
 › Arbitrary Waveform Generation Memory
 › Gen2 x8 PCI Express providing 2 GB/s sustained transfer rates
 › PCI 32-bit, 66 MHz with P4 to Host card
 › PMC/XMC Module (75x150 mm)
 › Conduction Cooling per VITA 20
 › Ruggedization Levels for Wide Temperature Operation
 › Adapters for VPX, Compact PCI, desktop PCI and cabled 
PCI Express system

FEATURES

http://www.innovative-dsp.com 

PMC/XMC Module with Two 1 GSPS 12-bit A/Ds, Two 1 GSPS 16-bit 
DACs, Virtex 6 FPGA, 4 GB Memory and PCI/PCIe
 
The X6-1000M integrates high-speed digitizing and signal genera-
tion with signal processing on a PMC/XMC IO module for demanding 
DSP applications. The tight coupling of the digitizing to the Virtex6 
FPGA core realizes architectures for SDR, RADAR, and LIDAR front 
end sensor digitizing and processing. The PCI Express system 
interface sustains transfer rates over 2 GB/s for data recording and 
integration as part of a high performance realtime system.

Download data sheets and pricing now!

X6-1000M

Innovative Integration  |  805-578-4260 Contact: sales@innovative-dsp.com

18255

FPGA Hardware: I/O modules
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 › 4 GBps Write and 8 GBps Read Bandwidth

 › Up to 40Gb Ethernet or QDR InfiniBand on each of Four Fat Pipes 
on P1 for a total of 20GBps on P1

 › PCI Express 8x Gen 1, Gen 2 or Gen 3 on P2 and P5 of the OpenVPX 
Backplane

 › 2, 4 or 8 Terabytes per OpenVPX Slot

 › Hot Swappable Canister

 › Up to 16 Pluggable 1.8" SSD SATA 3.x

 › API for Command and Control of the Storage Process

 › Includes one year hardware warranty

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis leads the OpenVPX market with the 8 Terabyte per 
slot WILD Storage Solution with 4GBps Write and 8GBps Read 
Bandwidth. The Storage Board has a Hot Swappable Canister 
containing up to 16 Pluggable 1.8" SSD SATA 3.x Drives, with 2, 4 or 
8 Terabytes per Board. 

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. Annapolis provides I/O mezzanine cards, 
including Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 
2.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 
12 Bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O 
(RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OC 192, 10G 
Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of 
operating systems, including Windows and Linux. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs and VHDL 
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 1,000 
cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. CoreFire 
uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports hardware- 
in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, high- 
performance IP modules. WILDSTAR A5 for OpenVPX, with its asso-
ciated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput and 
processing performance. The combination of our COTS hardware 
and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

WILD OpenVPX Storage Board

FPGA Hardware: Other

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards 
and software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD 
solutions outperform the competition.

10334
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http://us.apacer.com

The μSDC-M Plus innovatively adopts with BGA156 packaging 
technology, which integrates the controller/flash and related 
components into one single chip. The unique design reduces its 
size to 16x20x1.4mm, which is as small as a one dollar coin. Mean-
while, the adoption of SATA 3 6Gb/s interface allows a maximum 
capacity of 64GB. The μSDC-M Plus also conforms to JEDEC 
MO-276 specification, which significantly streamlines the main 
configuration, so as to make the customer-end products lighter 
in the era of light and thin devices. In addition, its characteristics 
such as wide temperature (-40°C ~+85°C) and Surface-Mount 
Technology (SMT) provide the most stable storage installation 
for observation and photography even in high altitude.

μSDC

Apacer Memory America, Inc.  |  408-518-8699 Contact: ssdsales@apacerus.com

19557

FPGA Hardware: Other

dsp-fpga.com/p9918190

 › Two versions: high-speed serial I/O or AXM I/O support

 › Reconfigurable Xilinx© Kintex®-7 FPGA with 325k or 410k 
logic cells

 › Quad DDR3 SDRAM, 124Mb x 64-bit

 › 32M x 16-bit parallel flash memory for MicroBlaze™ FPGA 
program code storage

 › 8-lane high-speed serial bus interface for PCIe Gen 2

FEATURES

www.acromag.com/fpgas

Acromag's XMC-7K modules feature a high-performance user- 
configurable Xilinx© Kintex®-7 FPGA enhanced with high-speed 
memory and a high-throughput serial interface. The result is a 
powerful and flexible I/O processor module that is capable of 
executing custom instruction sets and algorithms.

Two versions of the XMC-7K are available, both with rear high-speed 
serial bus interface I/O. The XMC-7K SERIAL provides front I/O 
with dual SFP+ ports and a VHDCR connector, while the XMC-7K 
AXM provides additional I/O processing support via a separate 
AXM mezzanine card.

The logic-optimized FPGA is well-suited for a broad range of appli-
cations including: hardware simulation, communications, in-circuit 
diagnostics, military servers, and signal intelligence.

XMC-7K User-Configurable Kintex®-7 FPGA Module

Acromag  |  248-295-7088
Contact: solutions@acromag.com
Become a fan: www.facebook.com/acromaginc
Follow us: www.twitter.com/acromag

18190
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 › 6U OpenVPX Board

 › Up to 4Tbps Non-Blocking Switching Capacity with up to 8 Switch 
Partitions

 › Multiprotocol Switch – SDR/DDR/QDR/FDR InfiniBand and 
1/10/20/40 Gb Ethernet

 › Each Backplane and Front Panel Port can be Configured for either 
InfiniBand or Ethernet

 › Front Panel: Up to 8 QSFP+, Up to 2 SFP+, RJ45 Management Port, 
USB USART, LED Status

 › Supports OpenVPX Switch Profiles

 › InfiniBand and IP Routing

 › Ethernet Gateways

 › ChMc Management Plane Support

 › Includes one year hardware warranty

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis leads the OpenVPX market with the WILD 6U OpenVPX 
(VITA 65.0 Compliant) Switch Board, with up to 4 Tbps non-blocking 
switching capacity with up to 8 switch partitions.

Supports OpenVPX Switch Profiles: SLT6-SWH-20U19F-12.4.1: 
20 Control Plane and 19 Data Plane Backplane Ports; SLT6-SWH 
16U20F-12.4.2: 16 Control Plane and 20 Data Plane Backplane Ports; 
SLT6-SWH-24F-12.4.3: = 24 Data Plane Backplane Ports

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. Annapolis provides I/O mezzanine cards, 
including Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 
2.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 
12 Bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O 
(RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OC 192, 10G 
Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of 
operating systems, including Windows and Linux. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs and VHDL 
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 1,000 
cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. CoreFire 
uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports hardware- 
in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, high- 
performance IP modules. WILDSTAR A5 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall through-
put and processing performance. The combination of our COTS 
hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive 
improvements in processing speed, while achieving significant 
savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar 
time to deployment.

WILD OpenVPX Switch Board

FPGA Hardware: Other

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards 
and software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD 
solutions outperform the competition.

10335
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The μSDC-M Plus innovatively adopts with BGA156 packaging 
technology, which integrates the controller/flash and related 
components into one single chip. The unique design reduces its 
size to 16x20x1.4mm, which is as small as a one dollar coin. Mean-
while, the adoption of SATA 3 6Gb/s interface allows a maximum 
capacity of 64GB. The μSDC-M Plus also conforms to JEDEC 
MO-276 specification, which significantly streamlines the main 
configuration, so as to make the customer-end products lighter 
in the era of light and thin devices. In addition, its characteristics 
such as wide temperature (-40°C ~+85°C) and Surface-Mount 
Technology (SMT) provide the most stable storage installation 
for observation and photography even in high altitude.

μSDC

Apacer Memory America, Inc.  |  408-518-8699 Contact: ssdsales@apacerus.com

19557

FPGA Hardware: Other
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 › Two versions: high-speed serial I/O or AXM I/O support

 › Reconfigurable Xilinx© Kintex®-7 FPGA with 325k or 410k 
logic cells

 › Quad DDR3 SDRAM, 124Mb x 64-bit

 › 32M x 16-bit parallel flash memory for MicroBlaze™ FPGA 
program code storage

 › 8-lane high-speed serial bus interface for PCIe Gen 2

FEATURES

www.acromag.com/fpgas

Acromag's XMC-7K modules feature a high-performance user- 
configurable Xilinx© Kintex®-7 FPGA enhanced with high-speed 
memory and a high-throughput serial interface. The result is a 
powerful and flexible I/O processor module that is capable of 
executing custom instruction sets and algorithms.

Two versions of the XMC-7K are available, both with rear high-speed 
serial bus interface I/O. The XMC-7K SERIAL provides front I/O 
with dual SFP+ ports and a VHDCR connector, while the XMC-7K 
AXM provides additional I/O processing support via a separate 
AXM mezzanine card.

The logic-optimized FPGA is well-suited for a broad range of appli-
cations including: hardware simulation, communications, in-circuit 
diagnostics, military servers, and signal intelligence.

XMC-7K User-Configurable Kintex®-7 FPGA Module

Acromag  |  248-295-7088
Contact: solutions@acromag.com
Become a fan: www.facebook.com/acromaginc
Follow us: www.twitter.com/acromag

18190
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 › 4U High 19" Rack Mount Chassis with Front Mounted Horizontal 
OpenVPX Card Cage with Four Slots

 › 4 Slot OpenVPX High Speed Mesh Backplane with Rear Transition 
Module Support

 › 10+GBps on Data Plane for 10GBase-KR Ethernet, 40GBase-KR4 
Ethernet, 10GBase-KX4 XAUI or SDR, DDR and QDR 4x InfiniBand

 › 8x PCIe Gen 1, 2 or 3 on Expansion Plane

 › 1000Base-X on Control Plane

 › Large Power Supply

 › Chassis Management, including Voltage, Temperature and Fan 
Monitoring and Control and a Front of Chassis Display Panel

 › High Performance Convection Cooling with Replaceable and 
Cleanable Fan Tray and Filter

 › Front Panel Power Switch, System Rest Switch and Maskable Reset 
Switch, all with Safety Covers

 › Electromagnetic Shielding

 › Includes one year hardware warranty

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis enters the OpenVPX market with WILDSTAR 6 Xilinx 
Virtex-6 and WILDSTAR A5 Altera Stratix 5 FPGA Processing Boards, 
an 8 TB per slot WILD Storage Solution, a WILD Switch, a Four Slot 
and a Twelve Slot Chassis.

The Four Slot Mesh Chassis has a particularly powerful Backplane 
Configuration, as shown in the diagram.

The chassis could, for example, be filled with two of the 8 TB WILD 
Storage Cards, one WILDSTAR A5 Stratix V FPGA Processing Board, 
and a Single Board Computer.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. Annapolis provides I/O mezzanine cards, 
including Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 
2.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12 Bit 
DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO, 
10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OS 192, 10G Fibre Channel, 
10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of operating systems, 
including Windows and Linux. We support our board products with 
a standardized set of drivers, APIs and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR A5 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

WILD OpenVPX Four Slot Mesh Chassis

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards 
and software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD 
solutions outperform the competition.
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 › 19" Rack Mount Chassis with Front Mounted OpenVPX Card Cage

 › Primary Twelve Slot 6U OpenVPX High Speed Switched Backplane 
with Rear Transition Module Support

 › 10+GBps on Data Plane for 10GBase-KR Ethernet, 40GBase-KR4 
Ethernet, 10GBase-KX4 XAUI or SDR, DDR and QDR 4x InfiniBand

 › 8x PCIe Gen 1, 2 or 3 on Expansion Plane

 › 1000Base-X on Control Plane

 › Secondary Three Slot VME/VPX Backplane for Power Only Payload 
Cards

 › Very Large Power Supply

 › Chassis Management, including Voltage, Temperature and Fan 
Monitoring and Control and a Front of Chassis Display Panel

 › High Performance Convection Cooling with Replaceable and 
Cleanable Fan Tray and Filter

 › Front Panel Power Switch, System Rest Switch and Maskable Reset 
Switch, all with Safety Covers

 › Electromagnetic Shielding

 › Includes one year hardware warranty

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis enters the OpenVPX market with WILDSTAR 6 Xilinx 
Virtex-6 and WILDSTAR A5 Altera Stratix 5 FPGA Processing Boards, 
an 8 TB per slot WILD Storage Solution, a WILD Switch, a Four Slot 
and a Twelve Plus Three Slot Chassis.

With Ten Payload Slots and Two Switch Slots, and an option for 
Three VME/VPX Slots, the Twelve OpenVPX Plus 3 Chassis has 
a particularly powerful Backplane Configuration, as shown in the 
diagram.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. Annapolis provides I/O mezzanine cards, 
including Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, 
Single 2.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 
12 Bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O 
(RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OC 192, 10G 
Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of 
operating systems, including Windows and Linux. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs and VHDL 
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR A5 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

WILD OpenVPX Twelve Plus 3 Slot Switched Chassis

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards 
and software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD 
solutions outperform the competition.
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 › One Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O Processing Elements – LX240T, LX365T, 
LX550T, SX315T or SX475T

 › On board Host Freescale P1020 or P2020 PowerPC

 › Up to 2.5 GBytes DDR2 DRAM in 5 memory banks or 

 › Up to 80 MB DDRII or QDRII DRAM in 5 memory banks

 › Programmable FLASH to store FPGA image

 › 4X PCI Express Bus Gen 2 between PPC and FPGA

 › Supports VITA 57 FMC I/O Cards

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – current, voltage, and 
temperature monitoring sensors via Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and  
customer support. Training available.

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing-
intensive applications. Our fourteenth generation WILDSTAR 6  
for AMC uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one FMC I/O Card. Our boards work on a 
number of operating systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, 
IRIX, ALTIX, and VxWorks. We support our board products with a 
standardized set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development pro-
cess, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, sup-
ports hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven, 
reusable, high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for AMC, 
with its associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall 
throughput and processing performance. The combination of 
our COTS hardware and CoreFire allows our customers to make 
massive improvements in processing speed, while achieving 
significant savings in size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, 
and calendar time to deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customers’ applications 
succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with our COTS boards and 
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions 
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6  for AMCs

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards 
and software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD 
solutions outperform the competition.

10162
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 › Up to three Xilinx Virtex-6 FPGA I/O processing elements – LX240T, 
LX365T, LX550T, SX315T, or SX475T

 › Up to 8 GBytes DDR2 DRAM or DDR3 DRAM in 14 memory banks 
per WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express board or up to 480 MBytes 
DDRII+/QDRII DRAM in 15 memory banks

 › Programmable FLASH for each FPGA to store FPGA images

 › 8X PCI Express Bus Gen 1 or Gen 2

 › Supports PCI Express standard external power connector

 › High-speed DMA Multi-Channel PCI controller

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – Board Level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Training available

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing- 
intensive applications. Our fifteenth-generation WILDSTAR 6 for 
PCI Express uses Xilinx’s newest Virtex-6 FPGAs for state-of-the-art 
performance. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards, including 
Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 2.5 GHz 
8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 12 Bit DAC, 
Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O (RocketIO,  
10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OC 192, 10G Fibre Channel, 
10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of operating 
systems, including Windows, Linux, Solaris, IRIX, ALTIX, and 
VxWorks. We support our board products with a standardized 
set of drivers, APIs, and VHDL simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than  
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT.
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and also provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR 6 for PCI Express, with its 
associated I/O cards, provides extremely high overall throughput and 
processing performance. The combination of our COTS hardware 
and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improvements in 
processing speed, while achieving significant savings in size, weight, 
power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time-to-deployment.

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products and for our 
unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the customer’s applica-
tions succeed. We offer training and exceptional special application 
development support, as well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards and  
software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD solutions 
outperform the competition.

WILDSTAR 6 PCIe

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

www.annapmicro.com
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 › Supports up to Three 56G FDR InfiniBand, Three 40Gb Ethernet, or 
Twelve 10Gb Ethernet Connections

 › Up to Three Altera Stratix V FPGA Processing Elements – GSD4, 
GSD5, GSD6, GSD8, GXA3, GXA4, GXA5, GXA7, GXA9, GXAB 

 › Up to 4 GBytes DDR3 DRAM in 2 Memory Banks and Up to 192 
MBytes QDRII + SRAM in 12 Memory Banks per WILDSTAR A5 for 
PCI Express Board

 › Programmable FLASH for each FPGA to Store FPGA Images

 › 16X PCI Express Bus Gen 1, Gen 2, or Gen 3 to Host PC through 
On Board PCIe Switch

 › Supports PCI Express Standard External Power Connector

 › Multi Channel High Speed DMA 

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope Access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – Board Level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Training available

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Supports up to Three 56G FDR InfiniBand, Three 40Gb Ethernet, or 
Twelve 10Gb Ethernet Connections.

WILDSTAR A5 for PCI Express uses Altera’s newest Stratix V FPGAs 
for state-of-the-art performance. This is the first of a series of Altera 
Based FPGA Processing Boards from Annapolis.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. It accepts one or two I/O mezzanine cards, 
including Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, Single 
2.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 GSps 
12 Bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial I/O 
(RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OC 192, 10G 
Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of 
operating systems, including Windows and Linux. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs and VHDL 
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR A5 for PCI Express, with 
its associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

WILDSTAR A5 for PCI Express

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards 
and software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD 
solutions outperform the competition.
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 › Supports up to Twenty-four 14G InfiniBand, Six 40Gb Ethernet, or 
Twenty-four 10G Ethernet Connections

 › Up to Three Altera Stratix V FPGS Processing Elements – GSD4, 
GSD5, GSD6, GSD8, GXA3, GXA4, GXA5, GXA7, GXA9, GXAB 

 › Up to 8 GBytes DDR3 DRAM in 4 Memory Banks and Up to 
80 MBytes QDRII + SRAM in 5 Memory Banks per WILDSTAR A5 
for OpenVPX Board

 › Programmable FLASH for each FPGA to Store FPGA Images

 › APM86290 PowerPC on Board Host

 › PCI Express Bus Gen 1, Gen 2, or Gen 3 to P2 Expansion Plane 
through On Board PCIe Switch

 › Full CoreFire Board Support Package for fast, easy application 
development

 › VHDL model, including source code for hardware interfaces and 
ChipScope Access

 › Available in both commercial and industrial temperature grades

 › Proactive Thermal Management System – Board Level current 
measurement and FPGA temperature monitor, accessible through 
Host API

 › Includes one year hardware warranty, software updates, and 
customer support

 › Training available

FEATURES

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc.  |  410-841-2514 Contact: wfinfo@annapmicro.com

Supports up to Twenty-four 14G InfiniBand, Six 40Gb Ethernet, or 
Twenty-four 10G Ethernet Connections.

WILDSTAR A5 for OpenVPX uses Altera’s newest Stratix V FPGAs 
for state-of-the-art performance. This is one of a series of Altera 
Based FPGA Processing Boards from Annapolis.

Annapolis Micro Systems, Inc. is a world leader in high-performance, 
COTS FPGA-based processing for radar, sonar, SIGINT, ELINT, DSP, 
FFTs, communications, Software-Defined Radio, encryption, image 
processing, prototyping, text processing, and other processing 
intensive applications. It accepts up to four I/O mezzanine cards, 
including Single 1.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 250 MHz 12 Bit ADC, 
Single 2.5 GHz 8 Bit ADC, Quad 130 MHz 16 Bit ADC, Dual 2.3/1.5 
GSps 12 Bit DAC, Quad 600 MSps 16 Bit DAC, Universal 3Gbit Serial 
I/O (RocketIO, 10 Gb Ethernet, InfiniBand), and Tri XFP (OC 192, 10G 
Fibre Channel, 10 Gb Ethernet). Our boards work on a number of 
operating systems, including Windows and Linux. We support our 
board products with a standardized set of drivers, APIs and VHDL 
simulation models.

Develop your application very quickly with our CoreFire™ FPGA 
Application Builder, which transforms the FPGA development 
process, making it possible for theoreticians to easily build and test 
their algorithms on the real hardware that will be used in the field. 
CoreFire, based on dataflow, automatically generates distributed 
control fabric between cores.

Our extensive IP and board support libraries contain more than 
1,000 cores, including floating point and the world’s fastest FFT. 
CoreFire uses a graphical user interface for design entry, supports 
hardware-in-the-loop debugging, and provides proven, reusable, 
high-performance IP modules. WILDSTAR A5 for OpenVPX, with its 
associated I/O Cards, provides extremely high overall throughput 
and processing performance. The combination of our COTS hard-
ware and CoreFire allows our customers to make massive improve-
ments in processing speed, while achieving significant savings in 
size, weight, power, person-hours, dollars, and calendar time to 
deployment.

WILDSTAR A5 for OpenVPX

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

www.annapmicro.com

Annapolis is famous for the high quality of our products 
and for our unparalleled dedication to ensuring that the 
customer’s applications succeed. We offer training and 
exceptional special application development support, as 
well as more conventional support.

Save time and effort and reduce risk with COTS boards 
and software. Achieve world-class performance – WILD 
solutions outperform the competition.
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 › 3U OpenVPX™ FPGA Signal Processing Board 
–  Xilinx Kintex™-7 325T/410T user-programmable FPGA 
–  Sixteen user-specific I/O lines on VPX-P2 
–  Eighty user-specific I/O lines on FMC connector

 › Ultra-High-Speed Advanced Memory Subsystem 
–  1 GByte DDR3 SDRAM 
–  72/144/288 Mbits QDRII+ SRAM

 › Onboard Interconnect 
–  One multi gigabit link on VPX-P1 (control plane) 
–  Four multi gigabit links on VPX-P1, FMC, VPX-P1/P2 (configurable), 

  and VPX-P1/P2/FMC (configurable)
 › Advanced Board Management Controller (aBMC) 

–  Advanced power management 
–  Configurable board start-up, voltage and current monitoring 
–  Temperature monitoring (thermal sensors on critical positions) 
–  Real-time interactive information exchange 
–  In-field reconfiguration of FPGA bit stream 
–  Advanced error reporting and logging 
–  Ethernet interface to interact with BMC on VPX-P2

FEATURES

http://www.ces.ch

The FIOV-2310 is the latest FPGA board from CES. It is a rugged 3U 
OpenVPX™ board with a Kintex™-7 FPGA and an FMC site for front-end 
I/O customization. It allows the flexible configuration of the multi giga-
bit links between the FMC connector and various backplane profiles. 
The high-pin count (HPC) FMC connector allows access to a wide 
range of standard FMC modules from CES partners and third parties, 
including high-end ADCs/DACs, optical/electrical connectors, and a 
wide range of avionic/industrial interfaces. 80 LVDS signals and up to 
8 multi gigabit links are available to the FMC. 
The processing element is a Kintex™-7 325T or 410T FPGA from Xilinx, 
with 1 GByte DDR3 SDRAM and up to 288 Mbits of QDRII+ SRAM. 
It is supported by the onboard CES Advanced Board Monitor and 
Controller (BMC) with advanced power management, in-field 
reconfiguration and high-speed system status monitoring and logging 
functions in real-time.

FIOV-2310

CES – Creative Electronic Systems  |  +41.22.884.51.00 Contact: ces@ces.ch

11883
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 › Xilinx Spartan-6 XC6SLX45 or XC6SLX150
 › USB 3.0 interface with FrontPanel firmware binary included
 › Real-world measured performance over 340 MiB/s
 › 128 MiB DDR2
 › Two 80-pin 0.8mm Samtec connectors
 › Over 110 user I/O available
 › Low-jitter 100 MHz clock oscillator
 › 2x 16MiB serial flash
 › Small form-factor: 75mm x 50mm x 15.9mm
 › Fully supported by FrontPanel SDK C/C++, C#, Ruby, Python, 
Java, DLL

FEATURES

Opal Kelly
www.opalkelly.com

The XEM6310 was designed as a performance migration from the original 
XEM3010 introduced several years prior. Launched on the same form 
factor and footprint, it offers new customers a compact and capable 
FPGA integration platform with SuperSpeed USB 3.0 performance. It also 
offers existing customers of the XEM3010 and XEM6010 product lifecycle 
extension and a footprint-compatible migration to newer FPGA capability 
and a 900% increase in USB bandwidth.

Celebrating 10 years of USB FPGA connectivity, Opal Kelly’s FrontPanel 
SDK fully supports the XEM6310 for real-world transfer rates in excess of 
340 MiB/s. FrontPanel includes a multi-platform (Windows, Mac, Linux) 
API, binary firmware for the on-board Cypress FX3 microcontroller, and 
atomic HDL modules to integrate into your design.

XEM6310

Opal Kelly  |  217-391-3724
Contact: sales@opalkelly.com
Twitter: @opalkelly
LinkedIn: opal-kelly-incorporated

19393

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

About Opal Kelly
Opal Kelly, founded in 2004, offers a range of powerful, off-the-shelf, USB 2.0, and USB 3.0 FPGA modules, including the easy-to-use Opal Kelly FrontPanel software 
interface and robust API. Opal Kelly products provide the essential device-to-computer interconnect for fast and efficient product prototyping, testing, development, 
and OEM integration. For more information, or to purchase Opal Kelly products, please visit www.opalkelly.com.
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 › Xilinx Kintex-7 XC7K70T, XC7K160T, or XC7K410T
 › USB 3.0 interface with FrontPanel firmware binary included
 › Real-world measured performance over 340 MiB/s
 › 512 MiB DDR3
 › VITA 57.1 FMC-HPC connector
 › Up to 170 user I/O
 › 8 Gigabit Transceivers
 › Low-jitter 200 MHz and 100 MHz clock oscillators
 › 2x 16 MiB serial flash
 › Integrated voltage, current, and temperature monitoring
 › Small form-factor: 80mm x 70mm x 15.1mm
 › Fully supported by FrontPanel SDK C/C++, C#, Ruby, Python, 
Java, DLL

FEATURES

www.opalkelly.com

The XEM7350 is a perfect match for all three of the company’s target 
markets: Integration, Evaluation, and Acceleration. System integrators 
can build fully-operational prototype and production designs with off-
the-shelf FMC peripherals. Manufacturers of high-speed devices such 
as JESD-204B data acquisition chips can launch evaluation boards as 
FMC peripherals. The XEM7350 is an ideal platform for demonstrating 
these devices to customers with a capable, compact system, and cus-
tom evaluation software built on the well-supported FrontPanel SDK. 
With ample logic resources, the Kintex-7 is also suited to signal pro-
cessing and image processing for acceleration tasks when mated to 
image capture or data acquisition hardware.
 
Celebrating 10 years of USB FPGA connectivity, Opal Kelly’s Front-
Panel SDK fully supports the XEM7350 for real-world transfer rates in 
excess of 340 MiB/s. FrontPanel includes a multi-platform (Windows, 
Mac, Linux) API, binary firmware for the on-board Cypress FX3 micro- 
controller, and atomic HDL modules to integrate into your design.

XEM7350

Opal Kelly  |  217-391-3724
Contact: sales@opalkelly.com
Twitter: @opalkelly
LinkedIn: opal-kelly-incorporated

19386

FPGA Hardware: Processor boards

Opal Kelly

Read it now!  
opsy.st/AutoEmag2014

The Automotive E-mag
The Automotive E-mag explores software, tools, and 
techniques that further integrate the driver with the car 
to increase safety and produce more enjoyable driver 
and passenger experiences.
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www.usa.siemens.com/ipc

Answers for industry.

Powerful. Tough. Reliable.
The new generation of SIMATIC IPCs:
Superb performance for maximum productivity

Did you know that high-performance industrial computers 
can be operated directly on the plant floor without 
compromising system availability or performance? 

SIMATIC industrial PCs are carefully designed and inspected 
by Siemens to ensure functionality and durability within even 
the most demanding environments. These remarkable devices 
feature up to six years of image-compatible hardware availability 
and integrated diagnostics, ensuring the long term continuity 
of your automation solution.

• First industrial PCs on the market with powerful, multi-core
Intel© Xeon-type processors and fourth-generation Cores

• Innovative multi-touch operating concepts with multifinger 
operation and gesture control

• Designed for continuous 24/7 operation with full performance 
even up to 55 °C and under high vibration, shock and 
EMC conditions

• Four to six years of availability and additional 5-year repair
and spare parts service for long-lasting machine concepts

Now with
4th generation
Intel Core 
processors
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http://www.usa.siemens.com/ipcAnswers



